~Please note this is an unofficial document and only serves to highlight the key points of the Guaranteed Admission Agreement. For specific details, please refer to the full version of the Agreement. ~

VIRGINIA TECH

ALL COLLEGES, except School of Architecture and Design
[Note: Colleges of Engineering and Agriculture and Life Sciences have separate agreements]

HIGHLIGHTS

Cumulative GPA Required
- Minimum of 3.4 GPA with all repeated grades recalculated into the grade point average.

Acceptance Status
- Associates of Arts and Science Degrees (AA&S) and Associates of Science (AS).
- Maximum credits allowed to transfer: 60
- Completion of the transfer oriented degree program will guarantee completion of Virginia Tech Liberal Education component of the undergraduate curriculum.
- AP/IB Credit will be re-evaluated according to VT’s acceptance policy
- GAA admits only for Summer or Fall
- Grade transferability: C with the exception that students must earn a B or better in English, math, and science courses specific to the intended major and social science courses.
- Earn a minimum of 45 credits from the VCCS.
- Must pay careful attention to math classes and following “Course Recommendations by Majors at Virginia Tech Transfer Guide on their website or at
  http://www.tranguide.registrar.vt.edu/
  ):
- Acceptance in some Tech degree programs is competitive.

Contact:
Transfer Advisors for VT colleges/departments
http://www.tranguide.registrar.vt.edu/2013/contacts.html
Jane Todd
Undergraduate Admissions
janetodd@vt.edu
(540) 231-6267